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Abstract: The Winfield S. Stratton (built 1943; freighter) records (SAFR 17251, HDC 334) consists of one pamphlet titled “EC 2-5-C1 Design Cargo Vessel.” It contains miscellaneous information for the liberty ship WINFIELD S. STRATTON (built 1943; freighter) built by Permanente Metals Corporation in Richmond, California. Some of the information contained in the pamphlet includes: ship specifications, ship defense materials, ship parts, horsepower information, nameplate data, and part suppliers. The collection is available for research use without restriction.
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Collection Scope and Content
The Winfield S. Stratton (built 1943; freighter) records (SAFR 17251, HDC 334) consists of one pamphlet titled “EC 2-5-C1 Design Cargo Vessel.” It contains miscellaneous information for the liberty ship WINFIELD S. STRATTON (built 1943; freighter) built by Permanente Metals Corporation in Richmond, California. Some of the information contained in the pamphlet includes: ship specifications, ship defense materials, ship parts, horsepower information, nameplate data, and part suppliers. The collection is available for research use without restriction.
Collection Arrangement
This is a collection of a single item.
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